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Accomplishments from the past quarter. [Experiences from your District or
committee you are proud of or that were particularly inspirational to you.]
District 45 is now a hybrid meeting! Our first hybrid meeting was a pretty
interesting split of 8 people on zoom and 8 people F2F. It will be interesting to see
what the future has in store for us.
We held our Gratitude Celebration on zoom in November. Unfortunately our
attendance was low but it went extremely well! We had a fantastic speaker, an
incredible virtual Grapevine/lit display, rounds of A.A. trivia, and a sobriety
countdown. Such a good time!
We were able to address year end finances at the December District meeting.
Thanks to the generosity of our District’s homegroups we were able to pay the
2022 storage unit fee and make a six month donation to PSCSO. After leaving $50
in our working budget we were able to disburse the remaining overage between
GSO, Area and PSCSO.  We were also able to leave our seed money for the 2022
District picnic, gratitude celebration and prudent reserve intact.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with. [Including any
solutions you have found or are considering and whether you would like to hear the
solutions others have found to similar problems.] We are still having difficulty
filling a few empty positions at District and we continue to have a few dark groups
but I continue to send them emails so they can have the information to share with
their groups.
It was interesting to be contacted by a person re-starting an old group. He said
they’ve been averaging 12 to 14 people but have only one HG member so he
wasn’t interested in volunteering for general service at this time but he would like
to be on the email list. I was more than happy to put him on the list.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
I’m still hoping to fill empty positions and encourage people into service. It has
made such a difference in my recovery and I would like to help others have the
same great opportunity and experience. Lately I have heard rumblings about how



they see the same faces in AA doing all the work. This isn’t just at District but with
our committees and homegroups also. Bill liked parables and so do I so here is one
for you; Ships don’t sink because of the water around them. Ships sink because of
the water that gets inside of them. Moral of the story, don’t let what is happening
around you, get inside of you and weigh you down. Work your own program. Work
the program. Don’t let what others are or aren’t doing affect what you are doing.
Stay strong. If you're in service, stay in service. If you're not in service, get in
service. It can only strengthen your recovery and help insure your safety from
taking that first, deadly drink.


